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ABSTRACT

Electronic commerce (E-commerce) has been very popular in recent years. The society of the world is becoming to the information age; and the e-commerce become to the new growth spot in the new internet industry. However, because the impersonal nature of online-trading and untruth information, it makes the e-commerce more difficult to build a trust between sellers and buyers than in traditional market. One of the e-commerce development restrict is the lacking trading-credit. The components of this thesis are including marketing theories, risk theories, morality theories and credit evaluation system to research the basic notion of the credit risk, the effect of credit risk in e-commerce on online-trading, and credit evaluation system. Then, creating a credit evaluate model to analyze the advantages and compare with TaoBao’s credit system to make sure the model has more effective credit evaluation information for the TaoBao company.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

E-commerce means a serious of business and commerce that use modern electronic information technology, especially use internet technology. It is the new trading model that grown up in western world in ninetieth of twenty century. The feature of e-commerce is purposing online-trading base on internet environment. In the developing global economy, e-commerce has become to a necessary element of business strategy and a strong catalyst for economic development; the integration of information and communications technology (ICT) in business has revolutionized relationships within organizations and those between and among organizations and individuals (Chen Zhihao, 2003). Specifically, the use of ICT in business has enhanced productivity, encouraged greater customer participation, and enabled mass customization, besides reducing costs (Zhen Wenhong, 2000). Following the lawmaking and consummation of e-commerce, and the development of safe-key of internet, can build a good business environment of e-commerce, and also can create a
“level playing field” for internet enterprise of any size (Wei Mingxia, 2001). However, throughout the practice in so many years, e-commerce has taken the value that should be expected. The mostly point is the main stakeholders in e-commerce cannot trust each other.

1.2 Background of Problem

According to the estimates of International Data Corp (IDC) (2004) we can see the value of e-commerce has increased very fast, in 2000 the value of global e-commerce is US$350.38 billion; and then was projected to climb to as high as US$3.14 trillion by 2004. IDC also predicts an increase in Asia’s percentage share in worldwide e-commerce revenue from 5% in 2000 to 10% in 2004. Asia-Pacific e-commerce revenues are projected to increase from $76.8 billion at year-end of 2001 to $338.5 billion by the end of 2004 (Zorayda Ruth Andam, 2003).

However, recently, the development of e-commerce faces to some threats, those threats result in the e-commerce developed very slowly, is not because absence the model of payoff, but it is the loss of the trust. The e-commerce credit risk is more and more important; credit risk is becoming to the key point of baffling consumer’s online-trading (JvarePnaaetal., 2000; Baetal., 2000). Some enterprises that spent a tremendous financing in built an e-commerce establishment have try to find the way to build the credit and force the online-trading for receive the cost, make payoff and advance the development of the enterprise. But the results are not satisfaction, because the e-commerce activities are through the space-time, the credit risk is more
sense to the organizations’ and individual’s online-activity and performance (Tadesli, 1999).

Dummy market (or electronic market) is the market that basing internet and relative to the traditional market; it is the typical “stranger” social. Its universality, changing records, complex entities and dummy are make its credit problem is more important than traditional market; the trader easier to trend to lie each other, because this losing credit action has low risk, but the income is satisfactory. Following the cheat is more popular in the e-commerce, the losing credit; the credit conjuncture and the problem of deteriorating the situation of trust are more and more graveness (Zorayda Ruth Andam, 2003).

According to the eighteenth research report (2006) from China Network Information Centre (CNNIC), China has 300 millions internet consumers, as a quarter of the netters. Compare with 2005, there were raising 50% of the internet consumers. But there were 71.1% netters who do not have the experience of online-trading do not trust the online-trading. From the “Hotspot research report” of CNNIC (2004.11), it surveyed the netters’ online-trading. In the multi-select question of “Distribution of the reasons of having not attempted the network shopping”, the main results of the netters who do not have the experience of online-trading are: don’t trust the web, worry about the quality of commodity and the after service, oppugn the safety, and worry the way of payment, it show in the Figure.1.1 (CNNIC, 2006). However, some netters had already to try online-shopping, but they gave up because the too fussy process to balance and have to fill too much information (CNNIC, 2006).
Figure 1.1 Distribution of the reasons of having not attempted the network shopping (CNNIC, 2006)

The main point of the problem of online-trading is lacking an effective e-commerce credit system, especially the personal credit system, to control the online-trading credit risk. So, it is very urgent to investigate the e-commerce credit evaluating system, keeping advance the current credit situation.
1.3 Statement of Problem

Credit system exits in the West developed countries has more than 160 years history, the importance of credit value in depth people’s lives. Herbig, Meliwicz (1994) had discussed the concept of credit model in 1994s. Tadelis, in 2001, said that credit is the exchangeable assets and also is promoting.

But after so many years of development, credit issues remain a major problem that affecting the development of e-commerce. The e-commerce credit risk is also not very clear, people do not know where it happens and how to avoid; because the current credit evaluating system is still too vague to analysis the stakeholders who do the transaction in e-commerce credit.

Due to the above problem, it is urgency to have a clear credit evaluating system that can support a good credit environment of online-trading, furthermore, to advance the development of e-commerce.

1.4 Objectives

The objective of this project is providing useful information for reducing the online-trading credit risk, and to help the people or organization to enjoy the online-trading; consequently advance the development of e-commerce.
To achieve the above objectives, there sub-objectives should be formulated are:

i. To analyze the e-commerce credit risk.

ii. To evaluate the C2C credit evaluation system.

iii. To design system for reduce credit risk of TaoBao system.

1.5 Scope

This project represents a systematic analysis approach for evaluate the credit risk of online-trading. It is the oriented can help consumer sensing and avoiding the credit risk of online-trading, for advance the development of e-commerce in some aspects. This research covers:

i. E-commerce credit risks mechanism.

ii. C2C operating system and credit evaluating system.

iii. Case study of TaoBao credit evaluating system.

iv. This credit evaluating system is developed based on web-sites design application and windows environment.
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